The flow of micropolar fluid through a membrane modeled as a swarm of solid cylindrical particles with porous layer using the cell model technique is considered. The flow is directed perpendicular to the axis of the cylinders. Boundary value problem involves traditional conditions of velocities and stresses continuity, no-stress and no-couple stress / no-spin condition on hypothetical cell surface. The problem was solved analytically. The influence of micropolar and porous medium parameters on hydrodynamic permeability of a membrane has been studied.
Introduction
The processes of membrane filtration, flows through sand beds and oil collectors, etc. represent a range of applications of flow problems through random assemblage of particles. Along with Darcy [1] and Brinkman [2] formulations for modeling of flows through porous media, the Happel-Brenner cell model technique [3] is widely used [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . This approach implies taking one particle in the swarm and posing it in a hypothetical cell. The effect of neighboring particles is modeled by applying appropriate boundary condition on the cell surface. So, the problem is reduced to a flow in a single cell, having usually cylindrical or spherical shape. Modern models consider also spheroid cell shapes and different variations of particle materials [14] .
Solid, porous and liquid particles confined by liquid envelope are used for flow modeling in different materials. Partially porous particle consisting of a rigid core, covered with a porous non-deformable hydrodynamically uniform layer, in the unbounded incompressible liquid was originally considered in [5] . Various types of boundary conditions are used on solid surfaces and outer hypothetical cell surface Happel [15, 16] , Kuwabara [17] , Mehta-Morse [18] , Kvashnin [19] . Condition of the flow uniformity that is addressed usually as the Mehta-Morse condition was initially proposed by Cunningham in 1910 [20] . Thus far none of them was proved to be preferable than the others.
The overwhelming majority of works on cell models deal with Newtonian fluids.
Meanwhile, such class of non-Newtonian fluids as micropolar liquids possess wide opportunities for practical applications and researches due to the existence of analytical solutions both for free and for filtration flows. Nevertheless, only few applications of micropolar theory in cell models were published [21] [22] [23] [24] and, up to the knowledge of the authors, combined solid-porous particle in the cell has not been considered anywhere. The mathematical theory of micropolar flows was developed by Eringen [25, 26] . The review of analytical solutions for classical problems in the frame of simple microfluids model and basic applications is given by Khanukaeva and Filippov in [27] . Also, the mentioned review contains formulated boundary value problems for cylindrical and spherical cells with solid core, porous layer and micropolar liquid layer. The problem of flow along the axis of cylindrical cell is solved and analyzed in our previous work [28] . This paper continues the study of micropolar flow through the assemblage of cylindrical particles by the consideration of flow perpendicular to the cell axis. Chaotic orientation of cylinders is also discussed.
After solving the problem, the hydrodynamic permeability of a membrane regarded as a system of impermeable particles covered with a porous layer is calculated. The review of the hydrodynamic permeability study for different cell constructions and flow regimes is given in [28] . This integral characteristic of the flow is used for the study of boundary conditions influence on the process and for all necessary parametric investigations.
Statement of the problem
The uniform flow of velocity U is directed perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the cell, which consists of three coaxial layers as it is shown in Fig.1 The theory of micropolar liquids, which describes the flow in region 2, was developed by Eringen [26, 29] ; field equations of creeping flow include the continuity equation, the momentum equation and the moment of momentum
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where , v ω are linear and angular velocity vectors correspondingly, P is the pressure,  is the liquid density, , FL are the densities of external forces and couples, , , , ,      are the viscosity coefficients of the micropolar medium. The notation of viscosity coefficients used here slightly differs from the original notation of Eringen.
It is chosen in the way that coefficient  is equal to a dynamic viscosity of the Newtonian liquid. Rotational viscosity  relates skew symmetrical part of the deformation rate tensor  with the stress tensor t . Angular viscosities ,,    are the coefficients in the constitutive equation relating the curvature-twist rate tensor  with the couple stress tensor m . In the linear theory of simple micro fluids, the stress tensor and the couple stress tensor can be expressed via the deformation rate tensor and the curvature-twist rate tensor in the form accepted in the micropolar theory of elasticity [30] ( ) ( )ˆˆ( tr ) 2 2 
where it was used the equality       a a a, continuity equation and 
where k is the permeability of the porous medium. Making use of the divergence free property of the spin field for the considered geometry of the flow and the abovementioned vector equality one can write the governing equations for porous region as ( a r b )
If the non-dimensional variables and values are introduced as follows , , , , ,
the non-dimensional forms of systems (1) and (2) 
It is worth mentioning that viscosities  and  have one and the same dimension, so number of micropolarity,      [33] represents the relation between the micro and macro scales of the problem. With these two non-dimensional parameters being used, systems (4) and (5) 
where the ratio of macro scale of the cell b to the micro scale of porous medium k is denoted as / bk  . General solutions of systems (6) and (7) can be obtained separately and presented in the form ( , ) { ( )cos ; ( )sin ; 0} The no-slip and no-spin conditions on solid surfaces were essentially used in the derivation of filtration equations (2) [32] . It means, that there is no choice of the conditions on the boundary r  . Only no-slip and no-spin are allowed there
The liquid-porous interface offers wider variety of conditions. From mechanical point of view the most natural conditions are the continuity of all velocity's components, i.e.
and continuity of the stress and couple stress tensor components, normal and tangential to the boundary surface. The corresponding components of the stress and couple stress tensors in the chosen coordinate system are ( ( ) 2 ( ))cos
The averaging procedure used for the derivation of filtration equations demonstrates that the viscous terms have the coefficients equal to the viscosities of pure liquid divided by the porosity -the so-called effective viscosities. They should be used in the expressions for stress and couple stress components in the porous region. In addition, applying relations (3) one obtains the non-dimensional forms of boundary conditions for stresses and couple stresses: (1 0)
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Three more boundary conditions are required at rm  . One of them is the continuity of a normal component of the linear velocity:
Four types of conditions are known in classical cell models for non-polar liquids as the second condition at the outer boundary of the cell. They are Happel's no-stress condition [15] , Kuwabara's vorticity free condition [17] , the symmetry of velocity profile by Kvashnin [19] , and the condition of the flow uniformness by Cunningham [20] (frequently called as the Mehta and Morse condition [18] ). Each of them can be considered for micropolar liquid. Here we use Happel's no-stress condition: (14) supplemented with to different conditions in order to study the influence of one boundary condition variation on the solutions. These two alternative conditions are no-couple stress condition
and no-spin condition
These types of conditions were used in our paper on the parallel flow in cylindrical cell [28] . And they are used here in order to compare the results obtained for the perpendicular flow with the results for parallel flow. Then both types of flow will be combined to give an approach to the flow in the medium modeled with the chaotically oriented cylindrical cells.
Other types of boundary conditions on each of the considered boundaries also can be applied. The discussion of them is given in [27] .
What is worth noting, that for perpendicular flow the stress and couple stress tensor components responsible for the considered boundary conditions do not contain gyroviscosities. So, these viscosities could not be collected in two parameters N and L, as it took place for parallel orientation of the cell to the flow direction. Therefore, there is no need to introduce any other parameter of micropolar medium, unlike the case of parallel flow [28] .
General solution of the problem
The general solution of system (6) has the form
) pr is found from the -projection of the equation of motion in system (6).
The general solution of system (7) 
pr is found from the -projection of the equation of motion in system (7).
The following notations are used: 
Solution of the boundary value problems
The graphical representation of the obtained solutions with conditions (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) and (15) or (16) 
Results and discussion
In order to analyze the influence of the model parameters on the overall flow, we calculate coefficient of hydrodynamic permeability 11
where denominator represents the cell pressure gradient, F is the force which acts on the particle from the flow side, The dependencies of the hydrodynamic permeability on the governing parameters are studied below. Each figure contains the curves for two flows: perpendicular to the cell axis, obtained in the present study, and along the cell axis, which was studied in [28] . Again, in both cases a very small variation of the hydrodynamic permeability is obtained depending on the type of boundary condition at the outer surface of the cell. The discussed porosity ε is the characteristics of the inner porous layer of the cell, while it is known the overall porosity of the membrane as a whole γ. It is usually defined as the ratio of volume of voids to the whole volume of the membrane. For the structure of the membrane considered in the present paper, it can be calculated as the sum of free space of the cell and the volume of pores in the layer 1 r : 
Conclusion
The present work continues the application of the cell model technique in modeling of filtration flows for the non-Newtonian fluids. The solutions of the boundary value problems were obtained in totally analytical form, which allows parametric study of the flow peculiarities. In the present study the hydrodynamic permeability was taken as a factor of interest representing the integral characteristics of the system. Due to the cumbersome description of the hydrodynamic permeability in the problem under consideration, its dependence upon any parameter cannot be studied analytically. So, a set of computational experiments was fulfilled.
The present study confirms the conclusion made in [28] about almost negligible influence of the considered conditions at the outer surface of the cell, when such integral characteristics as hydrodynamic permeability is studied. The total membrane porosity γ demonstrates the strongest effect on the hydrodynamic permeability, while the intrinsic porosity ε and permeability parameter σ show moderate influence on the hydrodynamic permeability. Nearly the same effect is observed for the variation of 
